
 

 
 

Sabyr Abdikadyr, 

Contacting information:  

abdikadyr66@gmail.com 

Мobile: +7-747-200-22-53 

 

Professional experience: 

Since September 2017 - Senior lecturer of the 
Department of Teleradio and public relations of 

the Eurasian national University. L. N. Gumilev; 

Since 2015-General producer of the production 
center, a-K Corporation LLP 

2014-2015. - Chief Director of children's and 
animation films and media circles (Astana) 

2008-2013-leading editor, Director of "Almaty 

TV" channel, animation Director on" Balapan " 

channel»   

 

Awards (membership in academies, trade 

unions): 

1.General provisions Member of the film arts 

Council of the Ministry of culture and sports. 

2 film festival of schoolchildren of Kazakhstan 

(Almaty, 2016) for training the owner of the 

Grand Prix on animation 

3 letter of thanks from the mayor of Astana (for 

the first animated film about Astana) 2011 

Scientific degree: master of social Sciences 
PhD in education, acting associate Professor 

Scientific school: ENU named after L. N. Gumilev 

Scientific grants (participation in scientific projects for the last 5 

years): no 

 

Courses: Multimedia journalism (B), computer graphics on television 

(B), media Design (B), protection of information and websites (B), 

Web design and modern communications (B), creation of author's TV 

and radio programs (B), photography in advertising (B), editorial 

preparation of publications (B), organization of radio channels (B), 

publishing and web design (B), journalist-columnist in print (B), 

Design (B), standards of book business (B), PR and mass media (B), 

work in entertaining and informative editions (B) 

Authorial courses: no 

 

Selected publications: (selectively, from the end, and 

chronological order 2016. ) 

 

 - "The night tale" in 2014 the preparation of the student (Nurzhan 

Abdirakhmanov), the winner of Republican and international 

competitions. The winner of the grant to universities.  

− "Properties Of "Baiterek". Author of joint application and 

transformation of 2D and 3D formats in the first animation project 

organized in Astana (2011).) 

− My" and " who will be king?"author films. (2006-2008)  

− The artist's graphic production of the film "Makhambet Jebus". 

The author who carried out the experiment of organization of time 

efficiency, efficiency of coordination of work with the operator 

(2008).)  

− The head of the film crew of the film "Nomads". The international 

project developed a working method of saving time and money and 

brought to results with specific indicators.(2003).)  

− Manufacturer of three series of the autobahn" Astana-Burabai " in 

3D format and the owner of the copyright of the model. 

Development of a schedule to achieve short-term results with the 

study of the effectiveness of operational shooting and script writing 

(2009))  

− Assistant Director, artist of the full-length animated film 

"Happiness of the frame". The only and the only author in 

Kazakhstan, invented cartoon and cartoon.(1998-1999)   

− The author of the script, the author of the full-length film "VIA 

DOS Mukasan" (2013))   

 "Turmagambet Iztleuov plays a major role in a short documentary 

feature film" Turmagambet Iztleuov", who played the main character 

(2008))  

The author of the script of the full-length film "Dosan and Jesus". He 

illustrated the symbol of friendship between peoples. 
 

   

 
 


